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Purpose: Gene identification in small families segregating autosomal dominant sensorineural hearing loss pre-

sents a significant challenge. To address this challenge, we have developed a machine learning-based software

tool, AudioGene v2.0, to prioritize candidate genes for mutation screening based on audioprofiling. Methods: We

analyzed audiometric data from a cohort of American families with high-frequency autosomal dominant sensori-

neural hearing loss. Those families predicted to have a DFNA2 audioprofile by AudioGene v2.0 were screened for

mutations in the KCNQ4 gene. Results: Two novel missense mutations and a stop mutation were detected in three

American families predicted to have DFNA2-related deafness for a positive predictive value of 6.3%. The false

negative rate was 0%. The missense mutations were located in the channel pore region and the stop mutation was

in transmembrane domain S5. The latter is the first DFNA2-causing stop mutation reported in KCNQ4. Conclu-

sions: Our data suggest that the N-terminal end of the P-loop is crucial in maintaining the integrity of the KCNQ4 channel

pore and AudioGene audioprofile analysis can effectively prioritize genes for mutation screening in small families

segregating high-frequency autosomal dominant sensorineural hearing loss. AudioGene software will be made freely

available to clinicians and researchers once it has been fully validated. Genet Med 2008:10(11):797–804.
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The prevalence of significant hearing loss (�25 dB) is 15–20%
in the adult population and rises to approximately 50% in
individuals aged 80 years or older.1 Autosomal dominant
sensorineural hearing loss (ADSNAL) accounts for approx-
imately 15% of inherited hearing loss. To date, 22 genes for
autosomal dominant deafness have been identified and a
further 30 autosomal dominant loci mapped to chromo-
somal regions.2 In most cases the hearing loss is sensorineu-
ral (SNHL) and nonsyndromic.

Identification of phenotype–genotype correlations is cru-
cial in determining the etiology of ADSNHL (reviewed in Ref.
3) and has implications for prognostic and therapeutic out-
comes. It is clear that some correlations are robust, such as the
low-frequency audioprofile associated with WFS1-related
hearing loss (DFNA6/14/38)4 and the “cookie-bite” audiopro-
file associated with TECTA-related hearing loss (DFNA8/12),5

whereas other correlations are more difficult to define. Auto-
somal dominant high-frequency hearing loss, for example, can
be the consequence ofmutations in a large number of different
genes (i.e., KCNQ4 �DFNA2�, DFNA5 �DFNA5�, COCH
�DFNA9�,POU4F3 �DFNA15�). It is possible that the cluster of
genes that cause high-frequency hearing loss can be refined by
analyzing additional audiometric data. One such analysis in-
volves multiple regression studies of threshold data with re-
spect to age and/or select frequencies to determine whether
these genes fall into identifiable subclusters. If subclustering is
possible, audioprofiling would significantly decrease the work
required to identify the genetic cause of hearing loss in small
families segregating ADSNHL.
To test the feasibility of this concept, we have developed the

AudioGene system, which analyzes audiometric data and pre-
dicts the likely underlying genetic cause of hearing loss based
on known phenotypic parameters. This audioprofiling initia-
tive is important because (1) in the short term, identifying the
etiology of hearing loss is valuable to families segregating
ADSNHL,6 and (2) in the long term, establishing causality will
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have prognostic and therapeutic importance.7,8 In this study,
we report audiometric analysis of the well-characterized
ADSNHL gene KCNQ4 (DFNA2). Since KCNQ4mutations at
the DFNA2 locus are a common cause of ADSNHL,9–17 geno-
typic data for KCNQ4 (DFNA2) is provided as validation for
this novel approach.
The DFNA2 locus was first identified in 1994 on chromo-

some 1p34 in Indonesian and American families segregating
ADSNHL noticeably more severe in the high frequencies than
in the low frequencies.18 Subsequently, two deafness-causing
genes were identified at the DFNA2 locus, GJB3 and
KCNQ4.14,19 Mutations in KCNQ4 are the predominant cause
of hearing impairment at the DFNA2 locus, and hearing loss at
this locus represents a common formofADSNHL.9–17 KCNQ4
is amember of the voltage-gated potassium channel family and
is involved in potassium recycling in the inner ear.14 The 695-
amino acid protein contains six transmembrane domains and
a hydrophobic P-loop region located between transmembrane
domains S5 and S6 (residues 259–296). The P-loop domain
forms the channel pore that contains a filter selective for po-
tassium ions.Mutations in the pore region affect this selectivity
filter and eliminate channel function.14 To date, at least 15
deafness-causing mutations have been identified in KCNQ4.
Most of these mutations are missense changes that are pre-
dicted to act via a dominant-negative mechanism to induce
progressive, predominantly high-frequency hearing impair-
ment.14 However, two families have also been reported with
deletions that lead to frameshifts and stop codons,
p.Gln71ProfsX64 and p.Gln71SerfsX68.10,20 In these families,
the phenotype reflects a dosage effect and is characterized by
better low frequency but more rapid high frequency deteriora-
tion when compared with the hearing loss phenotype in fami-
lies segregating missense mutations.9,11

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects

American subjects with apparent nonsyndromic AD-
SNHL were recruited to this study. DNA was extracted from
blood lymphocytes using established procedures. Audiograms
and medical histories were obtained to verify high-frequency
hearing loss. The control group comprised 100 unrelated indi-
viduals. This study was approved by the University of Iowa
Institutional Review Board and participants gave consent for
their involvement.

Audiometric Data

For each subject, basic audiograms that evaluate hearing
thresholds at specified frequencies (250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000,
and 8000 Hz) were obtained using universal standards and
formatted for audioprofile analysis. Because ADSNHL is typi-
cally symmetric,21 data were recorded as binaural averages un-
less the degree of asymmetry between ears was �30 dB at a
given frequency. In those instances, thresholds from the better
hearing ear were used. Although additional data from tempo-
ral bone imaging and vestibular testing can be extremely valu-

able in prioritizing genes for mutation screening, these data
were not included in this study.

AudioGene v2.0

AudioGene v2.0 was trained using audiograms from sub-
jects known to carry deafness-causing mutations in KCNQ4
(DFNA2), DFNA5 (DFNA5), WFS1 (DFNA6/14/38), TECTA
(DFNA8/12), COCH (DFNA9), or COL11A2 (DFNA13). Ini-
tially, theoldestandyoungestage-relatedthresholdaudiogramswere
chosen, with missing attributes filled in by interpolation using
the CPAN module Math::Interpolate. Second- and first-order
polynomials were fitted to the data using CPAN�s
PDL::Fit::Polynomial and these coefficients were then in-
cluded as attributes. Classification was performed in Weka22

using a Support Vector Machine approach and the sequential
minimal optimization algorithm.23 Accuracy was measured
with 10-fold cross validation.
When presented with an “unknown” audiogram, Audio-

Gene v2.0 is designed to select genes for mutation screening
based on audioprofiling (Fig. 1). For each audiogram or series
of audiograms from a subject or multiple subjects segregating
ADSNHL in a single family, AudioGene v2.0 initially assigns
the audioprofile to a given gene cluster. Within a cluster, Au-
dioGene v2.0 then rank-orders genes based on deafness-caus-
ing likelihood. This strategy facilitates the prioritization of can-
didate genes for mutation screening.
As dictated by family size and the availability of DNA sam-

ples, bidirectional sequencing of candidate genes can be com-
pleted or haplotypes can be constructed to quickly rule-in or
rule-out a given gene. Once genetic screening identifies a dis-
ease-causingmutation, the relevant phenotype–genotype data
are incorporated into the AudioGene training dataset to im-
prove its predictive accuracy.

Human Expert Analysis

Blinded otolaryngologists and audiologists based at theUni-
versity of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics analyzed 50 unlabeled
audiograms from ADSNHL patients with previously charac-
terized mutations. There was no time limit imposed on these
experts to make their prediction and the same set of audio-
grams was analyzed by AudioGene v2.0 for comparison. The
experts were permitted to use any information at their disposal
while making their predictions.

Genotyping and Mutation Detection

The entire coding region of KCNQ4was polymerase chain re-
action (PCR)-amplified and bidirectionally sequenced from the
DNAof one proband from each family (ormultiple affected sub-
jects if available). All PCR reactions were performed using gene-
specific primers (Table 1), 20 ng of genomic DNA, 200 �M of
dNTPs, and 0.5�Mof primers and the following conditions: de-
naturation for 3minutes at 95°C followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for
30 seconds, 54–67°C annealing for 30 seconds, 72°C for 30 sec-
onds, anda terminal extension for 10minutes at 72°C.PCRprod-
ucts were analyzed on 2% agarose gels. Amplimers were se-
quenced bidirectionally on an ABI 3130 automated sequencer
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using the Big-Dye Terminator Version 3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

RESULTS
ADSNHL Families Analyzed by AudioGene v2.0

One hundred sixty individuals from 77 unrelated American
families with apparent ADSNHL of unknown etiology partic-

ipated in this study. Probands from these families were screened
forKCNQ4 (DFNA2)mutations. Audiograms froma further 360
persons with ADSNHL for which a genetic cause had previously
been determined were used to train AudioGene v2.0.

Genotype Predictions Using AudioGene v2.0

AudioGene v2.0 was trained on nearly 2400 audiograms
from 360 persons with ADSNHL caused by mutations in

Fig. 1. Genetic screening strategy for small families segregating ADSNHL. AudioGene is used to rank order all known genes that cause ADSNHL (letters in black boxes), placing genes
that have similar audioprofiles into clusters (red boxes). Haplotyping is used to determine whether any candidate gene within a given cluster can be eliminated; mutation screening is
completed on candidate genes that cannot be eliminated. If families are too small to make haplotyping useful, all genes within a cluster will be screened, beginning with the highest ranking
cluster.

Table 1
Oligonucleotides used to amplify human KCNQ4

Exon Forward primer (5�-3�) Reverse primer (5�-3�) TM (°C)a

1 ATGCGTCTCTGAGCGCCC ACGGCCGTGCAGAGCGAA 66

2 ACCTTGGCTGTCCTGTCCCT CCATGGCTCAGAGAGCAGCTT 66

3 TGGGCCCCAGTTCTGGAGA GGTGACGCCTTTACTCCCAATC 66

4 GGGTAGGCTGGCTGTGATCTCG CGGAGAGGGCGAGGTCAGA 66

5 CCTTTATCCCTTTCCCGTGT CCATCGTGACTCCTGACTCA 66

6 CCAGGAGAGGGAGAATCCAT GACACCCTTGCAGCCTCTTA 66

7 GACACCCTTGCAGCCTCTTA GTGTGTCAACCCTGTGTGCT 66

8 TTCTTTCAGGGGAGAGGGCT TGAGGACAAGTGGCTGAGAC 66

9 CACTGGGTGAGGGGGGTGGT GGGCTGCCACCTCCTCTTGCT 66

10 TGGCTAACTTGGCTCTCTCC CGATCGAGGGCCGGCTGAG 66

11 TCTGGGCCTCTGTCTTCCTA GTGGTGGATGCCTGTAATCC 66

12 TGCTCTAACAGGACACTCCCTCTG ACCCCAGCCCTGAATGAAGT 66

13 TTGTGGAAGGGAGGGACGGC TGACATGGGGAGGATGCGTT 66

14 TCCGCCCCGAGACCCAAG GGAGAGAGACCACACGCAGT 61

aAnnealing temperature.
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KCNQ4 (DFNA2), DFNA5 (DFNA5),WFS1 (DFNA6/14/38),
TECTA (DFNA8/12), COCH (DFNA9), or COL11A2 (DFNA13).
These genes were selected for training in part due to the avail-
ability of large numbers of audiograms, and in part because
they represent two degrees of discernment capability—that is,
(1) gross clustering and (2) gene prioritization within a given
cluster. The classification of the 360 individuals with known
ADSNHL gene mutations by AudioGene v2.0 is summarized
in Figure 2. Analysis of these audiograms showed that Audio-
Gene v2.0 can accurately predict the correct gene based on a
classifier trained on two audiograms for each of the members
of the training sets for DFNA8 and DFNA9 92.9% of the time
(Table 2). Based on clustering, training sets for additional loci
were sequentially added and as expected the accuracy of Au-
dioGene was reduced. However, even with training sets for all
six loci, the accuracy of the program was still above 77%. It is
noteworthy that DFNA8 and DFNA9 are in different clusters
(Fig. 2). DFNA9 falls into the same cluster as DFNA2 and
DFNA5, and within this cluster, AudioGene v2.0 correctly
rank-orders genes 86% of the time (Fig. 2).

Validation of AudioGene v2.0

To determine whether AudioGene-based prioritization of
genes within a given cluster is comparable with the accuracy of
trained human specialists, we developed a web interface to al-
low otolaryngologists and audiologists to examine and predict
the associated genotype for 50 audiograms (Fig. 3). A compar-
ison of the results from 27 human experts versus AudioGene
v2.0 demonstrates that human experts had an average accuracy
of 55%, whereas the machine classifier accurately distin-
guished between genotypes 88% of the time. The data also
show that machine classification is consistent, whereas human
expertise is highly variable (Fig. 3).
To validate AudioGene v2.0 as a clinical and research tool,

we then studied a cohort of 77 families segregating presumed

ADSNHL represented by audiograms from 160 individuals.
When these audiograms were analyzed by AudioGene v2.0, 89
individuals from 48 families were predicted to have a DFNA2
profile (Fig. 4). Positive and negative predictive values were
6.3% (3/48) and 100% (29/29), respectively.

Screening of KCNQ4 in ADSNHL Families Reveals Novel Mutations

Mutation screening ofKCNQ4was completed in at least one
subject from each of the 77 families. In three families in the
cohort of families predicted by AudioGene v2.0 to have muta-
tions in this gene, novel mutations were found. No mutations
were found in KCNQ4 in the cohort of subjects predicted to
have deafness of a different gene etiology.
In unrelated American families 3 and 4, we identified two

novel missense mutations in exon 5 of KCNQ4 that were lo-
cated at the N-terminal end of the P-loop, close to transmem-
brane domain S5. One mutation was an A 3 G nucleotide
change (c.778G�A) resulting in a glutamate-to-lysine substi-
tution (USA 3; p.E260K; online-only Fig. 1, A and B); the other
mutation, an A3 T nucleotide change (c.785A � T), leads to
an aspartate-to-valine substitution (USA 4; p.D262V; online-

Fig. 2. Graphic depiction of the classification (andmisclassification) of 2400 audiograms from 360 patients for six genes. Each node in the graph represents a gene and each arc represents
the number of individuals classified as having the audioprofile for that gene by Audiogene v2.0. The number of individuals indicated between the nodes are those misclassified by the
program.

Table 2
Overall accuracy of AudioGene v2.0

Gene seta Accuracy (%)

DFNA 8/9 92.9

DFNA 8/9/6 91.2

DFNA 8/9/6/2 84.5

DFNA 8/9/6/2/13 77.9

DFNA 8/9/6/2/13/5 77.3

aEach row shows percent accurate gene prediction from the set of genes listed.
In each case, the program was trained with audiograms from the list of genes
shown and tested with 10-fold cross validation.
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only Fig. 1, A, C, and D). These mutations were numbered
based on human KCNQ4 cDNA and protein (NCBI Accession
Numbers: NM_172163 andNP_751895) sequences. Both sub-
jects developed high-frequency hearing loss during childhood
(online-only Fig. 2), although the hearing loss wasmore severe
in the subject carrying the p.D262V alteration. This difference
may reflect the progressive nature of DFNA2 hearing loss, as
there was a 7-year difference in ages between subjects at the
time of audiological testing. Other members of both families
were unavailable for genetic testing and additional pedigree
information could not be obtained.
In a third American family with a DFNA2 profile, a stop

mutation was detected in exon 5 of KCNQ4 (USA5; online-
only Figs. 3 and 4). A G3 A nucleotide change (c.725G � A)
was identified in affected family members III:2 and IV:2 but

not in unaffected individual IV:1 (online-only Figs. 3 and 5).
The heterozygous base change introduces a stop codon
(p.W241X) that is predicted to result in a truncated version of
the KCNQ4 protein lacking most of transmembrane domain
S5, the entire channel pore region, the S6 transmembrane do-
main and the cytoplasmic C-terminal domain. The DFNA2
phenotype associated with this mutation seems to be more
severe than that associatedwithKCNQ4missensemutations as
affected individual IV:2 had severe-to-profound hearing loss
by 3 years of age and has received a cochlear implant.
A multi-sequence alignment of the KCNQ4 protein se-

quence was generated using ClustalW.24 The p.E260 and
p.D262 residues are highly conserved in mammals, consistent
with their location in the P-loop of the channel pore region
(Fig. 5, A). Conseq analysis confirmed this conservation with
both residues having a score of nine and predicted that the
glutamic acid and aspartic acid residues are exposed and are
functionally important (Fig. 5, B). Neither missense mutation
was found in a screen of 100 unrelated controls (200 chromo-
somes).

DISCUSSION

We believe that there is a fundamental need for a program
like AudioGene for several reasons. First, identifying the ge-
netic cause of deafness in small families segregating ADSNHL
is challenging. Clinicians are left with prioritizing genes for
mutation screening based on audioprofiling. Although it is
well recognized that this approach is easily applicable to some
audioprofiles (low frequency audioprofile and WFS1-related
hearing loss (DFNA6/14/38)25; “cookie-bite” audioprofile and
TECTA-related hearing loss (DFNA8/12)5), as the number of
dominant loci and associated genes increases, themagnitude of
the data becomes vast. Even if this human approach to gene
prioritization was feasible, “naked-eye” clustering of audio-

Fig. 3. Left,Web interface of a tool to allowhuman experts to classify audiograms to the likely causal gene. Right, Results of human classification of 50 audiograms forDFNA2 andDFNA5
(in the same cluster) by 27 experts versus machine classification of the same set of audiograms.

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the gene prediction for each of 160 individuals
from 77 ADSNHL families by AudioGene v2.0 audioprofiling.
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grams could be used to recognize relatively few clusters and
then only by a few persons with considerable experience with
ADSNHL. We have shown, however, that even with only two
genes to consider, naked-eye is inferior to machine-driven
classification. Second, as larger genetic studies become feasible
(e.g., 1,000,000 SNP-based associations with thousands of pa-
tients), the need to systematically and consistently phenotype
subjects will overwhelm available human expertise. Third, as a
translational outcome, the programwill be a valuable aid in the
genetic diagnosis andmanagement of families segregating AD-
SNHL. And finally, as machine learning becomes more robust
with increasing amounts of data and the usage of multiple dif-
ferent methods of analysis, we hypothesize that the number of
discrete clusters that can be recognized will increase.
A major strength of AudioGene v2.0 is that we used nearly

2400 audiograms from 360 persons to create this program. In
addition, we have audiometric and genotypic data from ap-
proximately 2000 more persons to integrate into the program.
We believe this repository of data will represent themost com-
prehensive set of records for ADSNHL available. It will even-
tually include most of the originally reported DFNA families
together with numerous families that have not been reported.
We recognize that even with this vast amount of data, it may
not be possible to identify the “correct” gene given a series of
audiograms in a family segregating ADSNHL every time; how-
ever, we believe it will be possible to rank order all known
ADSNHL genes for mutation screening and to group genes
into clusters of probability. Furthermore, we expect to be able
to place the “correct” gene somewhere within the top cluster,
and anticipate being able to refine clusters with increasing
amounts of data. To obtain more audiograms to generate in-
creasing amounts of phenotype–genotype data, we have devel-

oped a secure database system called the Collaborative Pheno-
typic Database where collaborating groups can deposit and
view limited clinical data. This system is also available to collect
data for eye, tumor, and autism subjects.
We have demonstrated the efficacy of AudioGene by iden-

tifying three novel mutations in the known ADSNHL gene
KCNQ4 (DFNA2): p.E260K, p.D262V, and p.W241X. These
mutations are located within the conserved P-loop region and
the S5 transmembrane domain. Both glutamic acid and aspar-
tic acid are negatively charged and hydrophilic residues. In
contrast, lysine is positively charged and valine is nonpolar and
hydrophobic. These amino acid substitutions are predicted to
alter the nature of the protein by changing either its polarity or
hydrophobicity. These changes could lead to abnormal func-
tion of the channel pore and interfere with transport of potas-
sium ions in the inner ear. It is likely that these missense mu-
tations affect the function of KCNQ4 via a dominant-negative
mechanism, since proven dominant-negative mutations have
been identified in the channel pore region.14,17 It is thought
that dominant-negativemutations lead to hearing impairment
by interfering with the function of normal KCNQ4 channel
subunits in the inner ear.14,26 Four subunits must assemble
correctly to form a functional channel; if one of these subunits
is abnormal then only 1 of 16 of all channels will function
normally.14 The loss of KCNQ4 channel activity leads to pro-
gressive outer hair cell degeneration and hearing loss.14,26

The p.W241X mutation identified in this study is the first
reported DFNA2-causing stop mutation in KCNQ4. Since key
domains required for assembly of KCNQ channels are located
in the c-terminal cytoplasmic portion of the channel it is pos-
sible that the p.W241X truncated version of the protein inter-
feres with normal formation of the KCNQ4 channel. This

Fig. 5. Analysis of the missense mutations in KCNQ4. A, Multisequence alignment of KCNQ4 sequence that contributes to the 5th transmembrane and P-loop domains. The glutamate
and aspartate residues affected by the p.E260K and p.D262V mutations, respectively, are highly conserved (purple boxes). B, Conseq analysis of the residues affected by the mutations
showing that they are both predicted to be exposed and functionally important.
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would represent a dominant-negative effect, although it is un-
clear whether the reduction in KCNQ4 channel activity would
be greater than that induced bymissensemutationswhere only
1 of 16 channels have normal function. Alternatively, the trun-
cated version may not be incorporated into hetero- or ho-
motetrameric KCNQ channels, leading to a haploinsufficient
phenotype. Haploinsufficiency would seem to be the more
likely of these two scenarios given the lack of c-terminal do-
mains required for normal channel assembly. This hypothesis
is also consistent with the genotype–phenotype correlation
of human KCNQ4 mutations. The p.W41X mutation and
the two previously reported deletions that lead to frame-
shifts and premature stop codons, p.Gln71ProfsX64 and
p.Gln71SerfsX68,10,20 are associated with more severe high-
frequency hearing loss at an earlier age compared with mis-
sense mutations. However, one difference is that these dele-
tions are associated with milder low-frequency hearing loss
than the p.W241X or missense mutations. This may reflect
spatially distinct requirements for KCNQ4 channel activity in
the mammalian cochlea.
Silencing of the p.E260K and p.D262V dominant-negative

missense mutations would be predicted to preserve hearing. A
recent proof-of-principle study involving another dominant
deafness gene has validated this prediction—an siRNA was
shown to potently suppress expression of the R75W allele of
humanGJB2 in amurinemodel.8 By using a construct contain-
ing GJB2R75W that interferes with function of wild-type gap
junction protein,27 Maeda et al.8 were able to recapitulate hu-
man deafness (DFNA3) in a murine model. In subsequent ex-
periments, the same construct and specific anti-GJB2R75W
siRNAs were mixed with DOTAP/cholesterol liposomes,
soaked in Gelfoam, and applied topically to the murine round
window membrane. Although liposome–nucleic acid com-
plexes were detected in nonsensory cells of the cochlea, the
siRNA specifically reduced expression of the GJB2R75W allele
and reversed the hearing loss phenotype.8 Based on these re-
sults, it is likely that the p.E260K and p.D262V alleles of
KCNQ4 can be targeted by a similar RNAi approach. Introduc-
tion of a wild-type KCNQ4 gene would be expected to protect
against the hearing loss induced by the p.W241X allele. Devel-
opment ofmousemodels and therapeutic approaches for these
alleles would increase our understanding of the role of KCNQ4
in the inner ear and potentially provide better clinical out-
comes for DFNA2 patients.
The positive predictive value of 6.3% (3/48) for KCNQ4

mutations in the families predicted to have DFNA2 ADSNHL
was relatively low. The specificity of AudioGene DFNA2 pre-
dictions was therefore low (39.2%), leading to a high false-
positive rate (60.8%). These values are consistent with the fact
that high-frequency ADSNHL is a heterogenous disorder and
that at specific ages audioprofiles induced by mutations in dif-
ferent genes can be difficult to distinguish. Similarity between
audioprofiles is also compounded by the variable progression
of hearing loss observed within and between most high-fre-
quency ADSNHL families. One way to potentially improve the
positive predictive value for high-frequency ADSNHL families

would be to analyze audiometric data from individuals only at
specific ages when subtle differences in audioprofile are most
discernible. The negative predictive value for the cohort of
families we analyzed was 100% (29/29), showing that if a fam-
ily was not predicted to have a DFNA2 profile by AudioGene
then aKCNQ4mutation was not identified. This high sensitiv-
ity (100%) and negligible false-positive rate (0%) means that
AudioGene is an effective tool for excluding high-frequency
ADSNHL families from KCNQ4 screening.
There are several alternatives to the development of a system

like AudioGene, but they have important limitations. For ex-
ample, one option is to use either a mutation detection chip or
a resequencing chip to screen all possible ADSNHL genes.
We have piloted a mutation detection chip for Usher syn-
drome (APSER), but its sensitivity is only 0.70 and it does not
obviate the need for confirmatory sequencing. For this reason,
we have discontinued use of the ASPER chip for Usher syn-
drome patients in favor of a direct sequencing strategy. Rese-
quencing chips would be a better option; however, there are
also limitations with this approach. First, ADSNHL genes have
been identified for less than half of themapped locimaking any
chip incomplete,2 and second, many mutations are deletions
and insertions. The detection of these mutations is more diffi-
cult and requires substantially more control hybridization ex-
periments to determine baseline fluctuations in the hybridiza-
tion specificities, thereby reducing chip sensitivity.28 Another
option is to rank order candidate genes formutation screening
in small families segregating ADSNHL using the “naked-eye”
to recognize audiometric similarities and dissimilarities. How-
ever, subtleties will bemissed, datamanipulation is limited and
tedious, and as more ADSNHL genes are cloned, the problem
of rank ordering becomes increasingly difficult. In contrast,
with an algorithm-like AudioGene, greater amounts of data
enhance performance.
In summary, we have developed a novel audioprofiling sys-

tem, AudioGene v2.0 that can predict genotypic information
from audiometric data. We have demonstrated the feasibility
of this approach by analyzing ADSNHL families with high-
frequency hearing loss. Genetic analysis of the families we
studiedwithAudioGene v2.0 confirms the accuracy of the pro-
gram as three novel mutations in KCNQ4 were identified. We
therefore believe that a system like AudioGene will represent
an important tool to researchers who are focusing on the iden-
tification of novel ADSNHL loci, to clinicianswho care for deaf
families, and to clinical diagnostic laboratories that offer mu-
tation screening for deafness. To this end, AudioGene software
will be made freely available to clinicians and researchers once
it has been validated for all genes in the training set.
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